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1 Introdu tion
The purpose of the present note is to present some of the results on lo al Pi ard groups
and Bor herds produ ts obtained in joint work with E. Freitag [BF℄.
Let (V; q ) be a real quadrati spa e of signature (2; l) with l > 2 and L  V an even
latti e. To simplify the exposition we assume throughout that L is unimodular. For the
general ase we refer the reader to [BF℄.
Let O0 (V ) be the spinor kernel of the orthogonal group of V and K a maximal ompa t
subgroup. Then the quotient Hl = O0 (V )=K is a Hermitean symmetri domain of omplex
dimension l. The orthogonal group O(L) of L is an arithmeti subgroup of O(V ). The
group = O(L) \ O0 (V ) a ts properly dis ontinuously on Hl , and the quotient Hl = is a
non- ompa t normal omplex spa e. Let XL be the Baily-Borel ompa ti ation of Hl = .
It is obtained by adjoining nitely many boundary urves to Hl = . A ording to the theory
of Baily-Borel, XL has a stru ture as a proje tive algebrai variety over C .
The Pi ard group Pi (XL ) is an important invariant of XL . It an be studied by
looking at divisors on XL . A parti ular lass of divisors, alled Heegner divisors, arises
from embedded quotients of smaller dimension l 1 analogous to XL .
Using Bor herds' lifting from nearly-holomorphi modular forms for SL2 (Z) to meromorphi modular forms for , one obtains expli it relations among these Heegner divisors,
and thereby some information about their position in Pi (XL ) [Bo1, Bo2℄.
The lo al Pi ard group Pi (XL ; s) of XL at a point s 2 XL is de ned as the dire t limit
Pi (X ; s) = lim
! Pi (Ureg );

(1.1)

where U runs through all open neighborhoods of s, and Ureg denotes the regular lo us of
U . The group Pi (XL ; s) is zero, if s is a nonsingular point, and a torsion group, if s is
an ellipti xed point. It is mu h more ompli ated, if s is a boundary point of XL . We
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will onsider the ase that s is a generi boundary point, whi h means in parti ular that
s does not belong to the zero dimensional boundary omponents of XL .

By means of ertain lo al Bor herds produ ts the positions of the images of Heegner
divisors in Pi (XL ; s) an be pre isely determined up to torsion. They an be des ribed
in terms of the Fourier oeÆ ients of ertain theta series atta hed to the 1 dimensional
boundary omponent ontaining s.
In ontrast to the general study of Pi (XL ; s), in our main result we exploit the unimodularity of L in a vital way. By means of a result of Waldspurger, it an be proved that
a linear ombination of Heegner divisors is torsion in the Pi ard group of XL , if and only if
it is torsion in Pi (XL ; s) for every one-dimensional boundary omponent B and a generi
point s 2 B . As a onsequen e we nd a onverse theorem for the Bor herds lifting [Bo1℄:
Any meromorphi modular form for the group , whose divisor is a linear ombination of
Heegner divisors, must be a Bor herds produ t. This was also proved in greater generality
in [Br1, Br2℄. However, in these papers a ompletely di erent argument is used, whi h
does not say anything about the lo al Pi ard groups of XL .

2 Heegner divisors and modular forms
We sti k to the notation introdu ed in the introdu tion.
Let m be a negative integer. If  2 L with q () = m, then (V \ ? ; q ) is a real quadrati
spa e of signature (2; l 1). Let O0 (V ) and K be the stabilizers of  in O0 (V ) and K ,
respe tively. Then H = O0 (V ) =K is a Hermitean symmetri spa e isomorphi to Hl 1
and the natural embedding
O0 (V ) =K ,! O0 (V )=K
identi es H with an analyti divisor of
de ned by

Hl .

H (m) =

The Heegner divisor of dis riminant m is
X

2L
q()=m

H :

It is a -invariant divisor on Hl , whi h is the inverse image of an algebrai divisor on
XL (also denoted by H (m)). These Heegner divisors an be viewed as higher dimensional
generalizations of Heegner points on modular urves and Hirzebru h-Zagier divisors on
Hilbert modular surfa es [Bo2℄.
With the theory of Bor herds produ ts it is possible to onstru t expli it relations
among Heegner divisors ( f. [Bo1℄ Theorem 13.3). Sin e the existen e of Bor herds produ ts
is ontrolled by the spa e S of ellipti usp forms of weight  = 1 + l=2 for the group
SL2 (Z), the position of Heegner divisors in Pi (XL ) an be des ribed in terms of su h
f (XL ) be the quotient of Pi (XL ) modulo the
usp forms ( f. [Bo2℄ Theorem 3.1). Let Pi
subgroup generated by the anoni al bundle.
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P

An integral linear ombination m<0 (m)H (m) of Heegner
P
f (XL ), if
divisors is a torsion element of Pi
m<0 (m)a( m) = 0 for every usp form
f 2 S with Fourier oeÆ ients a(n). In other words, the generating series

Theorem 2.1 (Bor herds).

G( ) =

X
n>0

H ( n)e(n )

is a usp form of weight  for SL2 (Z) with values in the ( nite dimensional) subspa e P
f (XL ) Z C generated by the Heegner divisors. Here  denotes the variable in the
of Pi
omplex upper half plane H = fz 2 C ; =(z ) > 0g and e( ) = e2i as usual.

This is a suÆ ient ondition for a linear ombination of Heegner divisors to being
f (XL ). Similar results, but without pre ise information on the level of G, were
torsion in Pi
obtained earlier in a ompletely di erent way by Kudla-Millson.

3 Lo al Heegner divisors and theta series
Let B be a 1-dimensional boundary omponent of XL and s 2 B a generi

point. We want
to determine the position of the image of H (m) in the lo al Pi ard group Pi (XL ; s) at s.
The 1-dimensional boundary omponents of XL are parametrized by - lasses of 2dimensional isotropi subspa es of L Z Q (see [BF℄). Let F be a 2-dimensional isotropi
subspa e of L Z Q orresponding to B . It an be shown that the image of H (m) in the
lo al Pi ard group Pi (XL ; s) is given by the lo al Heegner divisor
HF (m) =

X

2L\F ?

H  Hl :

q()=m

This divisor is invariant under the stabilizer s of s and thereby de nes an element of
Pi (XL ; s).
Let F~  L ZQ be a omplementary isotropi subspa e for F . Then D = L \ F ? \ F~ ? is
a negative de nite even unimodular latti e of rank l 2. We onsider theta series asso iated
with D.
We write (; ) for the bilinear form orresponding to q () su h that q (x) = 12 (x; x). The
homogeneous polynomial
(u; u)(v; v )
Q(u; v ) = (u; v )2
;
u; v 2 D Z R ;
l 2
is harmoni in u and v . Hen e standard results on theta series imply that
D (; v ) =

X

2D

Q(; v )e( q () );



2 H;

belongs to S for every v 2 D Z R . The minus sign in the exponential term omes from
the fa t that D is negative de nite. We denote by SD the subspa e of S generated by the
theta series D (; v ) with v 2 D. Proposition 5.1 of [BF℄, spe ialized to our situation that
L is unimodular, says:
3

P

An integral linear ombination P
m<0 (m)HF (m) of lo al Heegner divisors
is a torsion element of Pi (XL ; s), if and only if m<0 (m)a( m) = 0 for every f 2 SD
with Fourier oeÆ ients a(n).
Theorem 3.1.

In the proof one uses lo al analogues of Bor herds produ ts or more pre isely of the
generalized Bor herds produ ts introdu ed in [Br1℄. We brie y indi ate how these lo al
Bor herds produ ts are de ned, referring to [BF℄ for more details. We introdu e adapted
oordinates Z = (z1 ; z2 ; z) with respe t to F for Z 2 Hl as in [BF℄, where z 2 D Z C ,
z1 ; z2 2 C , and q (=(Z )) > 0, =(z2 ) > 0. If e1 ; e3 2 L denote primitive isotropi ve tors
su h that L \ F = Ze1 + Ze3, then the lo al Heegner divisor HF (m) on Hl an be written
as
HF (m) =

X

X

2D 1 ;3 2Z
q()=m

H+1 e1 +3 e3 :

Noti e that the rst sum over  is nite. The lo al Bor herds produ t asso iated with
HF (m) is de ned by
F;m (Z ) =

Y Y
2D n2Z
q()=m

for Z = (z1 ; z2 ; z) 2 Hl . Here



1 e n (nz2 + (; z))

(

n =

+1; if n  0,
1; if n < 0,

is a sign, whi h is needed in order that the produ t onverges. It is easily he ked that the
divisor of F;m (Z ) is pre isely HF (m). Consequently the image of HF (m) in Pi (XL ; s) is
determined by the automorphy fa tor
JF;m (g; Z ) =

Æ

F;m (gZ )

F;m (Z )

(g 2

s ):

It an be omputed expli itly in terms of the above polynomials Q(u; v ). Thereby the
Chern lass of HF (m) in H 2 ( s ; Z) an be des ribed. Combining this with results on the
lo al ohomology due to Ballweg [Ba℄, the theorem is derived.
The fa t that the ondition in Theorem 3.1 is both, ne essary and suÆ ient, may be
used to infer:
The ondition inP
Theorem 2.1 is also ne essary. In other words, the nat
ural map P ! S given by ` 7! n>0 `(H ( n))e(n ) is surje tive. Here P  denotes the
dual ve tor spa e of P .
Corollary 3.2.

Proof. Let H =

P

(m)H (m) be an integral linear ombination of global Heegner
f (XL ). This means that H is the divisor of a
divisors whi h is a torsion element of Pi
meromorphi modular form for with some multiplier system of nite order. Then the
m<0
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P

lo al Heegner divisors m<0 (m)HF (m) are learly torsion elements of Pi (XL ; s) for all
1-dimensional boundary omponents B and a generi point s 2 B . In view of Theorem 3.1
this implies that
X
m<0

(m)a( m) = 0

(3.1)

P

for every f = n>0 a(n)e(n ) 2 SD and every negative de nite even unimodular sublatti e
D  L of rank l 2.
P
A ording to a theorem of Waldspurger, the sum D SD , where D runs through all
negative de nite even unimodular latti es of rank l 2, is equal to S (see [Wal℄ and also
[EZ℄ Theorem 7.4). But sin e every negative de nite even unimodular latti e of rank l 2
an be realized as a sublatti e of L, we nd that (3.1) a tually holds for all usp forms
f 2 S with Fourier oeÆ ients a(n).
Any meromorphi modular form for the group , whose divisor is a linear
ombination of Heegner divisors, must be a Bor herds produ t in the sense of [Bo1℄ Theorem
13.3.

Corollary 3.3.

Proof. This is an immediate onsequen e of Corollary 3.2 and [Bo2℄ Therem 3.1.
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